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ABSTRACT 
 
Although recent studies have shown that spoken word 
recognition is achieved with reference to not only 
segmental but also lexical prosodic information, the 
role of lexical prosody in speech perception is not 
well established. The present study investigated 
whether Japanese pitch accent has effects on phonetic 
categorization of voiceless–voiced continua (e.g., 
tansu LHH – dansu LHH, in which only tansu LHH 
“wardrobe” is a real word, and tansu HLL – dansu 
HLL, in which only dansu HLL “dance” is a real 
word). The results demonstrated that listeners were 
inclined to identify the voicing of the initial 
consonant so that the entire input resulted in a real 
word with consideration of pitch accent information. 
This suggests that Japanese pitch accent has a top-
down effect on phonetic categorization, providing 
further evidence that lexical prosody plays a role in 
spoken word recognition in Japanese. 
 
Keywords: speech perception, lexical prosody, 
phonetic categorization, top-down effect, Japanese 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Psycholinguistic studies have proposed various 
models of spoken word recognition by human 
listeners [8, 16, 18, 21, 30, 33]. Spoken word 
recognition is achieved under various levels of 
linguistic information. For example, the TRACE 
model of spoken word recognition [18] hypothesizes 
that there are three levels of processing: acoustic-
feature, phoneme, and lexical levels. Each level of 
processing interacts with each other and gives both 
positive and negative feedback on other levels of 
processing. 

This allows the redundancy of information in 
speech perception, making the mechanism of spoken 
word recognition robust against adverse situations in 
speech comprehension. For example, even when a 
phoneme is missed in auditory sentence 
comprehension, listeners can restore the missing 
input of a phoneme by referring to the context [31, 
32]. When an acoustically equivocal phoneme is 
presented within a lexical environment, listeners 
interpret the phoneme so that the entire word becomes 

a real word [12, 19]. These effects are offered by top-
down effects that a higher-level processing has on a 
lower-level processing. The likelihood of existing 
real words computed in the lexical-level processing 
has a bias on the processing of perception of segments. 

Recently, ample studies have offered evidence 
that spoken word recognition is achieved with 
reference to not only segmental but also 
suprasegmental information, such as lexical prosody 
[9]. Words spoken with incorrect lexical prosody 
impose difficulty in recognizing the words 
appropriately [7, 20, 27]. When listeners listen to a 
spoken word, they activate words whose lexical 
prosody is identical to the perceived prosody but not 
words whose lexical prosody contradicts the 
perceived prosody [2, 11, 23, 28]. In languages in 
which prosody is lexically specified, lexical prosody 
is a potential cue for identifying spoken words. 

The role of lexical prosody is not restricted to 
constraining lexical access as a bottom-up processing. 
In English, lexical prosody has a top-down influence 
on lower-level segmental processing. Connine and 
others [6] investigated perceptual phonetic 
categorization of consonants [15] in voice onset time 
(VOT) continua of a stress-contrastive pair diGRESS 
– tiGRESS and DIgress – TIgress (diGRESS and 
TIgress are real words; capital letters indicate stressed 
syllables). They reported that listeners tended to 
identify the voicing of initial consonants as voiceless 
(/t/) if the stress pattern of continua was strong-weak 
(i.e., DIgress – TIgress) than weak-strong (i.e., 
diGRESS – tiGRESS). This was because the strong-
weak continua would become a real word if the initial 
consonant was /t/ (TIgress) whereas the weak-strong 
continua would become a real word if the initial 
consonant was /d/ (diGRESS), suggesting that the 
acoustically equivocal consonant was perceptually 
categorized so that the entire input becomes a real 
word rather than a nonword. 

This replicated the finding that the categorization 
of phonemes is subject to be influenced by lexical 
status [12, 19]. Nevertheless, since the lexical status 
was determined by the stress pattern of the items, 
these results could be accounted for by the top-down 
effect of lexical prosody on phoneme-level 
processing. 

However, it is still unclear whether these effects of 
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lexical prosody obtained in the English study can be 
generalized to other languages. In the present study, 
we investigated whether Japanese lexical prosody has 
top-down effects on the categorization of an 
equivocal input of phonemes. 

Unlike stress languages such as English, Japanese 
lexical prosody is pitch accent, realized by high-or-
low tonal patterns specified for each lexical item [13, 
17, 29]. In Japanese, Cutler and Otake [10] reported 
that listeners can infer the entire input of a word based 
on pitch accent information in a gating paradigm. 
This suggests that lexical prosodic information is 
beneficial for compensating for the upcoming input 
of segments. However, it remains unknown whether 
Japanese pitch accent influences the perceptual 
categorization of an ambiguous input of segments. 

In addition, Japanese is suitable for assessing the 
top-down effects of lexical prosody on the segment-
level processing for the following reasons. First, 
compared to English, Japanese has relatively many 
lexical items with prosodic contrasts [25]. Thus, it is 
easy to find experimental materials. Contrary to the 
previous study [6] which used only a single item (a 
TIgress–diGRESS pair), we used multiple items in 
Japanese in the present experiment. 

Second, Japanese pitch accent is unique in that the 
produced form of lexical prosody is not constant. In 
Japanese, the surface pitch pattern of a lexical item is 
variable due to phonological rules such as compound 
accent rule and deaccentuation [13]. There is also a 
dialectical variety of pitch accent [14]. Despite this 
variability of pitch accent, listeners of Japanese can 
recognize words presented with different lexical 
prosody from their lexical knowledge with minimal 
difficulty [3, 24]. Considering this, there is a 
possibility that pitch accent in Japanese may not be a 
reliable cue for categorizing ambiguous inputs. 

Therefore, the present study addressed whether 
Japanese lexical pitch accent plays a role in phonetic 
categorization. We conducted an identification task of 
VOT continua, following Connine and others’ 
experiment [6]. 

2. EXPERIMENT 

2.1. Materials 

Six pairs of experimental materials were prepared. 
All pairs were tri-moraic real words whose onset was 
a stop, segmentally contrastive by the voicing of the 
initial consonant, and prosodically contrastive by 
lexical pitch accent (either unaccented LHH or 
initially accented HLL). The full pairs are shown in 
Table 1. Pitch accent types of voiceless materials 
were counterbalanced. By referring to the Japanese 
lexical database [1], all materials were confirmed that 
they were not pronounced by any other pitch patterns 

in standard Tokyo Japanese, and highly familiar 
words among Japanese lexical items. 

In these items, the voicing of the initial consonant 
was dependent on the type of pitch accent. Therefore, 
lexical status should be determined only by 
specifying the lexical prosodic pattern. For example, 
unaccented and voiceless-initial tansu LHH 
“wardrobe” was a real word, whereas dansu LHH was 
a nonword. Similarly, accented and voiced-initial 
dansu HLL “dance” was a real word, whereas tansu 
HLL was a nonword. Thus, if there are any effects of 
lexical prosody in categorizing the initial consonants, 
listeners should be inclined to report the voicing of 
the initial consonants so that the entire word becomes 
a real word. Items which would be recognized as real 
words if the initial consonant was voiceless were 
categorized as a voiceless-biased condition, while 
items which would be recognized as real words if the 
initial consonant was voiced were as a voiced-biased 
condition. Note that this bias was offered by the pitch 
accent of the items. 

Auditory materials were made by the following 
procedure. Firstly, we recorded natural tokens of both 
voiced and voiceless items in both unaccented and 
accented pitch patterns (i.e., we made four tokens for 
each item: tansu LHH, dansu LHH, tansu HLL, and 
dansu HLL). The tokens were produced by a female 
native Tokyo Japanese speaker in a sound attenuated 
room, digitized at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz with 
16-bit resolution using a Samson Q2U microphone. 
The intensity of all the sound files were normalized 
using Praat 6.2.12 [5]. Then, using a Praat script [34], 
we synthesized six-level continua of the words in 
which the voicing of the initial consonant gradually 
ranged from a voiced consonant to a voiceless 
consonant. Following the previous study [6], these 
continua were made by manipulating VOT by 12 ms 
increments from 10 to 70 ms (i.e., 10, 22, 34, 46, 58, 
and 70 ms). We must note that this range of the VOT 
steps was based on English voicing contrast and the 
contrast of voicing in Japanese takes slightly different 
range [26]. However, the continua of a shorter VOT 
should be categorized as words with voiced 
consonants, whereas the continua of a longer VOT 
should be as words with voiceless consonants. 

 
voiceless biased voiced biased 
koten LHH “classic” goten HLL “palace” 
kazai HLL “valuables” gazai LHH “art supplies” 
penki LHH “paint” benki HLL “toilet” 
panchi HLL “punch” banchi LHH “address” 
tansu LHH “wardrobe” dansu HLL “dance” 
teashi HLL “limb” deashi LHH “start” 

 
Table 1: Full sets of the experimental materials. 
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2.2. Procedure 

The experiment was conducted online via PCIbex 
[35]. Participants were instructed to listen to the 
auditory materials through a headphone at a 
comfortable volume. 

The task was an identification task of the voicing 
of the initial consonant in a two-alternative forced 
choice (2AFC) paradigm. At the beginning of each 
trial, a fixation point (+) was displayed at the center 
of the display. After 1000 ms, participants listened to 
either one of the six-level continua. Participants were 
asked to judge whether the initial consonant of the 
auditory material was voiced or voiceless. They 
answered by choosing either one of the buttons with 
labels of the voiced or voiceless initial mora in 
hiragana (Japanese syllabary characters) presented 
on the display. While there was no timeout for the 
response, participants were forced to select one of the 
choices. After the response, the next trial started 
automatically with a 1000 ms interval. 

We emphasized the following notes in the 
instruction. First, the aim of the experiment was to 
investigate the mechanism of human speech 
perception and not to test the participants’ listening 
ability: participants should answer intuitively without 
too much serious consideration. Second, therefore, 
there were no absolute correct answers, and the ratio 
of voiced and voiceless responses need not to be 1:1. 

The task consisted of 72 main trials (2 bias 
conditions × 6 VOT lengths × 6 items), after twelve 
practice trials (where a koban HLL – goban LHH 
item with six-level VOTs was used). The items were 
presented in a random order. Main trials were divided 
into two sessions and participants could take breaks 
between the sessions. 

After the identification task, we conducted a 
pronunciation task to confirm participants’ 
knowledge on the pitch accent of the words used in 
the experiment. This confirmation was necessary 
because lexical knowledge on prosody could slightly 
vary from listener to listener even if they were 
standard Tokyo Japanese listeners. 

Twelve words used as the auditory materials were 
presented on the display one by one. Participants 
pronounced the words naturally. The recording files 
were submitted to the experimenter after the 
experiment and the experimenter checked the 
listeners’ pronunciation. The experiment lasted for 
10–20 minutes in total. 

2.3. Participants 

Twenty-five native speakers of Tokyo Japanese 
participated in the experiment. Their mean age was 
24.40 (SD = 6.73). They received monetary 
compensation for their participation. 

2.4. Results 

Data of the trials were excluded if the trials used 
auditory materials which each participant failed to 
pronounce with a standard Tokyo Japanese pitch 
pattern in the pronunciation task. This totaled 13.3 % 
of all the trials. Responses were coded as 1 if they 
answered that the initial consonant of the auditory 
material was voiceless and as 0 if they answered that 
the initial consonant was voiced. 

The rates for voiceless response for each condition 
are shown in Figure 1. Changes in response rates as a 
function of VOT were regressed with logistic curves 
individually for each bias condition. 

Response rates were analyzed by generalized 
linear mixed-effects models (GLMM), using lme4 
package [4] in R 4.2.1 [22]. Participants’ response 
(either 0 or 1) was set as the dependent variable. For 
the independent variables, the bias conditions, the 
VOT conditions, and their interaction were set as 
fixed effects whereas intercepts of both participants 
and items were set as random effects. The bias 
conditions were numerically coded as –0.5 or 0.5 for 
the voiced-bias condition and the voiceless-biased 
condition, respectively. The VOT conditions were 
also numerically coded as 10, 22, 34, 46, 58, or 70 for 
each six-level length (70 is the most likely to be 
categorized as voiceless). 

The GLMM analysis suggested that there were 
significant main effects of bias conditions (β = 1.01, 
SE = 0.50, z = 2.00, p = .045) and VOT (β = 0.17, SE 
= 0.01, z = 18.03, p < .001), whereas their interaction 
was not significant (β = 0.02, SE = 0.02, z = 0.95, p 
= .342). As predicted, the rate for the voiceless 
response became higher as the VOT became longer. 
However, listeners tended to report more that the 
initial consonant was voiceless in the voiceless-

 
Figure 1: Rates for voiceless response for each bias 
condition and for each VOT. Error bars indicate the SE. 
The dashed line is a logistic curve for the voiceless-biased 
condition and the solid line is for the voiced-biased 
condition.  
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biased condition than in the voiced-biased condition. 
Then, to investigate the difference in response 

rates by the bias conditions in detail, we made six 
post-hoc pairwise comparisons for each VOT 
condition with the Bonferroni correction (adjusted α 
= 0.008). When VOTs were 46, 58 and 70 ms, 
response rates did not differ significantly between the 
voiced-bias condition and the voiceless-biased 
condition (46 ms: p = .948; 58 ms: p = .907; 70 ms: p 
= .976). However, when VOTs were 10, 22, and 34 
ms, listeners tended to identify the initial consonant 
as voiceless in the voiceless bias condition than in the 
voiced-bias condition (10 ms: p = .002; 22 ms: p 
< .001; 34 ms: p < .001). In these conditions, a bias 
occurred in phonetic categorization so that the entire 
input of auditory materials became a real word rather 
than a nonword. 

3. CONTROL EXPERIMENT 

The bias in phonetic categorization obtained in the 
experiment can be interpreted not only by the effects 
of lexical prosodic pattern but also by some 
unexpected VOT properties of the materials. To 
exclude this confounding interpretation, we 
conducted a supplemental control experiment. 

We extracted the first mora of the original tri-
moraic materials (e.g., da–ta continua with either H 
or L tone). These mono-moraic materials (72 trials in 
total) were presented in the same procedure as an 
identification task in the main experiment. 

Nine native speakers of Tokyo Japanese who did 
not participate in the main experiment participated in 
the experiment. Their mean age was 26.40 (SD = 
2.07). 

The rates for voiceless response for each condition 
are shown in Figure 2. The GLMM analysis 
suggested that there was a significant main effect of 
VOT (β = 0.19, SE = 0.02, z = 11.34, p < .001), 

whereas there were neither significant main effect of 
the bias conditions (β =  –0.36, SE = 0.84, z = –0.43, 
p = .194) nor their interaction (β = 0.01, SE = 0.03, z 
= 0.18, p = .857). The trend of categorical perception 
of VOT continua did not differ between the bias 
conditions when the auditory materials were the 
extractions of the initial mora. This suggested that the 
inclination of phonetic categorization in the main 
experiment occurred not due to the bias in VOT 
lengths of the materials themselves, but due to the 
bias that offered by the lexical prosodic pattern of the 
materials. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The present study investigated whether lexical 
prosody plays a role in phonetic categorization in 
Japanese speech perception. Results demonstrated 
that listeners’ categorization of the initial consonants 
in VOT continua was affected by the lexical-status 
bias offered by the pitch accent information. In the 
tansu–dansu pair, for example, when the pitch pattern 
was unaccented LHH, listeners tended to perceive /t/ 
more than /d/ since the continua became a real word 
if the initial consonant was /t/ (tansu LHH 
“wardrobe”). Similarly, when the pitch pattern was 
initially accented HLL, listeners tended to perceive 
/d/ more than /t/ since the continua became a real 
word if the initial consonant was /d/ (dansu HLL 
“dance”). 

This replicated the previous study in English [6], 
suggesting that the previous findings in English can 
be extended to the case of Japanese. Contrary to the 
hypothesis that Japanese pitch accent may not be a 
reliable cue due to the variability of lexical prosody 
[24], pitch accent may play a role in computing 
lexical status of perceived spoken words. 

These behavioral results can be accounted for 
within the paradigm of the parallel processing models 
of spoken word recognition [18], assuming that there 
is a level for processing lexical prosody in the 
architecture. In Japanese, the processing of lexical 
prosody fundamentally plays a role in constraining 
lexical activation [2, 23]. In addition, this processing 
also affects the phonetic categorization that should be 
processed in the lower phoneme-level processing. 

Therefore, pitch accent has both bottom-up and 
top-down effects in Japanese spoken word 
recognition. The mechanism of spoken word 
recognition should be robust against variety of 
acoustic signals by utilizing both segmental and 
lexical prosodic information. The findings in the 
present study provide further evidence that pitch 
accent plays a role in spoken word recognition in 
Japanese.  

 
Figure 2: Rates for voiceless response for each bias 
condition and for each VOT (control experiment). Error 
bars indicate the SE.  
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